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From the Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society. Lawrence ErlbaumAssociates, Hillsdale, NJ (1991).Goal-based Decision StrategiesStephen Slade�Yale Computer Science DepartmentP.O. Box 2158New Haven, CT 06520slade@cs.yale.eduAbstractWe present a process model of decision makingmediated by goals and relationships. The modelis implemented in the VOTE computer programwhich simulates Congressional roll call voting. Inthis paper, we focus on VOTE's decision strate-gies, which are based on the need not only to ar-rive at a vote, but also to produce an explana-tion for each decision. We describe several typicalstrategies, as well as an indirect strategy,DeeperAnalysis, that is invoked when the normal strate-gies fail to arrive at a decision.The Process of Decision MakingDecision making is a complex cognitive process. A real-istic model of decision making must account for a mul-titude of goals and limited resources. Many problemswill not admit to perfect solutions. Practical decisionsoften involve trade-o�s.We have developed a goal-based model of decisionmaking in which the relative priorities of goals drivethe decision process. This model serves as the basisfor the VOTE program which simulates Congressionalroll call voting decisions on thousands of votes, basedon the relative priorities of goals and constituent rela-tionships, and the need to provide an explanation forthe decision.Alternative models of decision making have used pre-scriptive decision analysis [Rai�a, 1968], which usesestimates of payo�s and uncertainty of outcomes toarrive at an optimal result. The assumptions of deci-sion analysis are inappropriate in many domains forwhich our goal-based, descriptive model may apply.Our model is an extension of the theory of goals devel-oped by Schank and Abelson (1977), Wilensky (1978)and Carbonell (1979), and is compatible with the use ofgoals in case-based reasoning systems (Simpson 1985,Hammond 1986).We de�ne the priority or importance of a goal tobe proportional to the resources that an agent may be�Author's address as of fall 1991: Stern School of Busi-ness, New York University, New York, NY 10006

Predictions Individual Deeper AnalysisCorrect 1738 77% 124 69%Incorrect 532 23% 56 31%Predicted Votes 2153 100% 181 100%All Votes 2814 238Table 1: VOTE Summary Statisticswilling to allocate in service to that goal. Resourcesare viewed quite broadly to include not only time ormoney, but also cognitive resources, such as attentionand memory. For example, an agent should think moreabout important matters than about trivial ones.We extend the model of goals to include interper-sonal relationships (Slade 1990). An agent adopts thegoal agenda of another agent with a priority propor-tional to the importance of the relationship. For ex-ample, an agent is more likely to help a friend thana stranger. This extension permits the processing ofadopted goals in a manner uniform with individualgoals.The VOTE program does not rely on a singlemethod for ranking alternatives, but rather imple-ments a collection of strategies that relate decisionsto explanations. In this paper, we discuss a number ofthose decision strategies.The VOTE ProgramVOTE, written in T (Slade 1987), comprises over14,000 lines of code, and over 9,000 lines of data.The VOTE program relies on a set of interrelateddatabases, including issues (over 200 currently in thedatabase), constituency groups (150), bills (43), mem-bers (65), and decision strategies (16). We note thatmany decision strategies are required since the expla-nation of the decision depends on the strategy. It isnot enough to use one simple strategy of summing theweights of the conicting issues and relationships.Table 1 provides a summary of VOTE's perfor-mance. We note that we do not have actual votes forall of the possible decisions. This is the case for hypo-



thetical bills, for bills that precede or follow a mem-ber's term, or for bills on which the member chose notto vote.VOTE correctly predicts individual members' votes77% of the time. Approximately 8% of those votes in-volveDeeper Analysis (discussed below), which ar-rives at the correct result 69% of the time. The netaccuracy for bills not requiring Deeper Analysis is82%.In VOTE, we use the names and records of real mem-bers of Congress, and attribute relationships and issuestances to them. The coding decisions, though subjec-tive, reect the author's political experience as a cam-paign consultant and White House sta� member. Byway of disclaimer, we should state that these data aremerely illustrative, and are not meant to represent thebeliefs of actual members of Congress. The accuracyof the program is a reection of the coding decisions.The primary purpose of VOTE is not to predict indi-vidual voting decisions, but rather to demonstrate thefeasibility of a particular model of goals, relationships,and decision making.Stances: Preferences and ConsequencesIn VOTE, goals are issues, such as gun control or a�r-mative action. A member's preferences are expressedas stances, which comprise an issue, a side (pro orcon), and a level of importance (A, B, or C, whereA is high and C is low). For example, a memberwho strongly supports a�rmative action while oppos-ing gun control might have preference stances such asthe following.(PRO A MEMBER:MEMBER.2319 AFFIRMATIVE-ACTION)(CON B MEMBER:MEMBER.2319 GUN-CONTROL)While VOTE prints stances as lists, the program ac-tually uses a more complex object-oriented representa-tion. Constituency groups have similar sets of prefer-ence stances to represent their issue agendas. Further-more, VOTE associates normative stances with issuesto reect typical public opinion. For example, the agburning norm is one of mild opposition:(CON C ISSUE:ISSUE.1077 FLAG-BURNING)Stances are also used to represent justi�cation con-sequences of legislation. For example, HR-2978, the1989 bill which banned ag desecration, is representedwith the following set of stances respectively favoringand opposing passage of the bill.Stance-FOR:(((CON B BILL:HR-2978 FLAG-BURNING)(PRO B BILL:HR-2978 PATRIOTISM)))Stance-AGN:(((PRO B BILL:HR-2978 CONSTITUTION)(PRO B BILL:HR-2978 FREE-SPEECH)))VOTE has a natural language generation facility whichcan express the above stances in English.

Support of the ag desecration bill stands�rmly against the right of burning the Americanag in protest. It upholds patriotism and devotionto this country. Opposition to HR-2978 upholdsthe belief in the United States Constitution andthe Bill of Rights, in addition to the right of free-dom of speech.The process of decision making requires match-ing preference stances with consequence stances. InVOTE, members ignore consequence stances that donot match any of their preference stances. That is,members only pay attention to those consequencesabout which they or their constituents care.Choices and ExplanationsStated generally, VOTE tries to choose the outcomethat most closely matches a member's preferences.However, given the conicts that often arise, VOTEmust be able to resolve, or at least address, the con-icts. The VOTE model of decision making assumesthat there are many ways of arriving at a decisionwhich may di�er signi�cantly in their underlying struc-ture and rationale. Our decision making model focuseson two questions.� Choice: What does the agent want to do?� Explanation: How can the agent justify his decision?These questions depend on an agent's preferencesand an action's consequences. The basic VOTE deci-sion making algorithm is as follows.1. Extract preference stances from voting record andconstituent relationships, and combine with mem-ber's personal ideology or \credo" stances.2. Match Bill consequence stances for/agn with themember's composite preference stances.3. Analyze relative importance of for/agn stances withrespect to norms, voting record, groups, and per-sonal beliefs.4. Apply decision strategies until one �ts.5. If no strategy �ts, then use Deeper Analysis toexpand the implications of the for/agn stances toinclude the important consequences of the currentdecision stances. Go to step 2.6. Update decision database, adding new vote, andprint the result.7. Produce an English summary of the decision.In this paper, we focus on steps 4 and 5: the ap-plication of decision strategies. We note the followinggeneral points.� A speci�c strategy does not always guarantee a spe-ci�c result. The same strategy can be used on thesame bill by di�erent members of Congress to arriveat di�erent conclusions.



� Decision strategies are driven by the need to explaina decision. Each strategy is tied to a speci�c type ofexplanation.� Given a member of Congress and a bill, di�erentstrategies may result in di�erent conclusions. Thatis, in some cases, VOTE can generate plausible rea-sons for both sides of a bill for the same member ofCongress.� One decision strategy,Deeper Analysis, is an in-direct strategy used in step 5, above. It providesa mechanism for VOTE to consider further conse-quences of a decision. TheDeeper Analysis strat-egy takes advantage of the cognitive assumptions be-hind the importance accorded issue stances.� We do not claim that the strategies presented hereare either necessary or su�cient. We present themas being illustrative to demonstrate the feasibility ofour decision making model.A key feature of these strategies is the role of expla-nation. Not all decisions require explanations. How-ever, we can identify two broad categories of decisionsthat generally do require justi�cation.� Decisions that violate expectations.� Decisions that have adverse consequences.If an agent makes a decision that di�ers from whatothers have expected, then it is reasonable for theagent to o�er an explanation. For example, if we ob-serve someone walking around the o�ce barefooted,we might reasonably ask the person for an explana-tion. We would not require someone to explain whyhe is wearing shoes at the o�ce. Wearing shoes is theexpected behavior, while going barefoot is unusual.If an agent chooses a course of action which hasadverse consequences for another agent (and even forhimself), he might be expected to justify his actions.For example, if a man decides to refuse a promotionand raise, his spouse might expect him to provide anexplanation, e.g., he would have to travel too much.If he accepts the promotion and raise, no justi�cationwould be required { unless of course his wife had ex-pected him to refuse the promotion.In the Congressional roll call voting domain, expla-nation plays a central role. In our model, the adverseconsequences of a vote are represented as downsidestances from constituency groups. Unexpected votesare those in which the downside stances include posi-tions from the member's voting record or credo stances.That is, we expect a Congressman to vote in a mannerconsistent with his voting record and his personal be-liefs. Thus, decisions involving downside stances sug-gest the need for an explanation. The political scienceliterature (Kingdon 1973, Fenno 1978) indicates thatmembers of Congress are cognizant of the role of ex-planation in decision making.We note that this type of explanation is di�erentfrom the usual sense of explanation found in the case-

based reasoning literature (Schank 1986, Ram 1989,Kass 1990, Leake 1990). Previous researchers have fo-cused on explanation of anomalous observed events aspart of the process of learning. Our present use of ex-planation is complementary to that process: decisionmakers o�er explanations for the bene�t of observerswho may �nd the decision to be anomalous.Strategy application proceeds with the followingtests for choice.1. Unanimous. The �rst step is always to check for aunanimous decision { one in which all the stances fallon one side of the bill. In such a case, the explanationis the self-evident one that the choice was a populardecision.2. Consensus. We de�ne a consensus to obtain whenthe most important preference stances all fall on thesame side of the bill. That is, the most importantgroup stance, member credo stance, and membervoting record stance are all either FOR or AGN thebill. At this stage of the process, we do not haveunanimity, so we try to develop a suitable explana-tion for the consensus choice. There are �ve possiblestrategies, the last of which is simply to state thatthere is a consensus.3. Majority. In the absence of a consensus, there maystill be a majority of stances on one side or the other.As with the consensus, we again try to develop anappropriate explanation to justify the choice. Again,there are �ve possible strategies, the last of whichstates that there is a majority of opinion for thisbill.4. Other. There are three other strategies that use spe-cial conditions for choice. We shall discuss one ofthose below.5. Deeper Analysis. If none of the previous strategieshave triggered, then VOTE tries an indirect strat-egy,Deeper Analysis, which infers additional con-sequences of the bill. VOTE then begins the strategyapplication process over again.6. No Decision. The Deeper Analysis process willalways terminate. If it has not succeeded in arriv-ing at a decision, then VOTE will return the failurecondition ofNo Decision.In this paper, we present examples of several repre-sentative individual decision strategies, beginning withPopular Decision.Popular DecisionThe �rst strategy tried for any decision is PopularDecision.Test: All stances are on one side of the bill. Thereis either no opposition or no support for the givenmeasure. The resulting vote is consistent with allconstituencies. There are no conicts.



This strategy is used for the clear cases, not the closecalls. Members of Congress report that 80% to 90% oftheir votes fall in this category (Kingdon 1973). Itis important to note that a given bill can result in aneasy choice both for or against, depending on the givenmember.Below we present two votes on the same bill by dif-ferent members of Congress. Both votes usePopularDecision, however they arrive at opposite conclusions.> (vote 'gephardt 'clean-water)* Member: Richard A. Gephardt* Bill: Water Quality Renewal Act* Amendment to freeze funding for the Clean* Air Act through 1990.| omitting intermediate output |Decision strategy: Popular decisionAll stances are AGN this bill:(((PRO B GROUP:CONSERVATION-VOTERS CLEAN-AIR)(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS AIR-POLLUTION)(PRO B GROUP:CONSERVATION-VOTERS CLEAN-WATER)(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS CLEAN-WATER)))There are no reasons to vote FOR this bill.Adding current vote to DECISION database| omitting intermediate output |Richard A. Gephardt is opposed to bill HR-8,the Water Quality Renewal Act. He believes thisbill not to be in the best interests of the people.He feels strongly in favor of the policy of increasedfunding for air pollution control. Gephardt is com-mitted to the program of increased funding forwater pollution control.VOTE's natural language generation facility producesthe English rationale.Congressman Gephardt �nds it easy to oppose HR-8. We see below that Representative Gingrich has noproblems supporting the bill. We note that the reasonsfor opposing the bill are not merely the opposite of thestances in support of the bill.> (vote 'gingrich 'clean-water)* Member: Newt Gingrich* Bill: Water Quality Renewal Act* Amendment to freeze funding for the Clean* Air Act through 1990.| omitting intermediate output |Decision strategy: Popular decisionAll stances are FOR this bill:(((PRO B GROUP:CHAMBER-COMMERCE DEREGULATION)(PRO B BILL:S-557 DEREGULATION)(PRO B MEMBER:MEMBER.3055 DEREGULATION)(PRO B MEMBER:MEMBER.3055 FREE-ENTERPRISE)(PRO B GROUP:REPUBLICANS DEREGULATION)(PRO C BILL:HR-5210 DEREGULATION)))There are no reasons to vote AGN this bill.Adding current vote to DECISION database| omitting intermediate output |

Newt Gingrich votes for bill HR-8, the WaterQuality Renewal Act. He believes this bill to be inthe best interests of the people. He feels stronglyin favor of limiting federal regulation of industryand society. Gingrich is committed to free enter-prise and capitalism.The explanation associated with Popular Deci-sion is not very involved given that the member's con-stituencies should agree with the vote in the �rst place.That is, a member has to pay more attention to an ex-planation when he knows that people will disagree withhis vote. Other decision strategies must deal with thedisa�ected constituencies and the resulting downsidesof decisions. Not ConstitutionalOne of the few strategies that is clearly speci�c to theCongressional voting domain is the Not Constitu-tional strategy. Decisions dictated by this strategyhave a clear explanation. However, members may of-ten �nd it convenient to vote in favor of a bill they deemunconstitutional, knowing that they can get symbolicmilage from ameasure that will be thrown out in court.Test: There is a consensus opposing the measure. Oneissue among the opposing stances is the Constitu-tion. The member votes against a measure thatwould be struck down by the Supreme Court.The bill prohibiting desecration of the American agprovides a good example of this strategy.> (vote 'schroeder 'hr-2978)* Member: Patricia Scott Schroeder* Bill: Flag Desecration* Bans the desecration of the American flag.| omitting intermediate output |Decision strategy: Not constitutionalFound a consensus AGN this bill.Most important stances are all AGN this bill:Group: (AGN (PRO A GROUP:ACLU CONSTITUTION))Record:(AGN (PRO B BILL:HR-5345 CONSTITUTION))Norm: (AGN (PRO B ISSUE:SELF CONSTITUTION))Constitutional grounds for opposing this bill:(((PRO A GROUP:ACLU CONSTITUTION)(PRO B BILL:HR-5345 CONSTITUTION)(PRO B GROUP:COUNTRY CONSTITUTION)))Adding current vote to DECISION database| omitting intermediate output |Patricia Scott Schroeder votes against bill HR-2978, the ag desecration bill. She believes thatprovisions of this bill are not constitutional. Sheis unwavering in her support of the United StatesConstitution and the Bill of Rights. However,Schroeder sees that members of the Democraticparty object to the right of burning the Americanag in protest.



Clearly, many members were willing to vote in favorof this bill, as it passed by a 10 to 1 margin. How-ever, the resulting law was subsequently appealed, anddeclared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.Balance the BooksBalance the Books relies on the fact that over time,a member's record can be used to support most anyposition. This strategy suggests that the downside ofa vote can be mediated through reference to previousvotes in support of the relevant issues.Test: There is a majority opinion on this bill. Themember's record has positions that fall on both sidesof the bill. The member may o�set the current votewith past or future votes.> (vote 'boggs 'hr-3)* Member: Corinne Claiborne Lindy Boggs* Bill: Child Care* Provide greater funding for child care.| omitting intermediate output |Decision strategy: Balance the booksFound a simple majority FOR this bill.There are 7 FOR stances:(((PRO B GROUP:AFLCIO-COPE CHILD-CARE)(PRO B GROUP:AFLCIO-COPE LABOR)(PRO B GROUP:ADA LABOR)(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS LABOR)(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS CHILD-CARE)(PRO C BILL:HR-1234 LABOR)(PRO C GROUP:COUNTRY CHILD-CARE)))There is only 1 AGN stance:(PRO B BILL:HR-3299 FISCAL-RESPONSIBILITY)The record supports positions on both sides:FOR:(PRO C BILL:HR-1234 LABOR)AGN:(PRO B BILL:HR-3299 FISCAL-RESPONSIBILITY)Adding current vote to DECISION database| omitting intermediate output |Corinne Claiborne Lindy Boggs is in favor ofbill HR-3, the child care bill. She believes thatthe people who disagree with this vote may �ndreassurance in the record. She is eager to sup-port the proposal of increased funding for childcare. Boggs strongly supports the legitimate con-cerns of decent working people. However, Boggsbelieves that her voting record shows support for�scal responsibility.In this case, Congresswoman Boggs is already onthe record as supporting �scal responsibility. There-fore, she can state that her vote on this bill does notnecessarily imply that she opposes �scal responsibility.Shifting AlliancesShifting Alliances is a complex strategy. The mem-ber is faced with a dilemma. There are constituen-cies on both sides of the bill with equally compelling

stances. In order to break the tie, the member looksbeyond the present case to �nd another issue that di-vides these two groups, to see if he has a position onthat other issue that would tend to make him politi-cally or philosophically closer to one of the groups.Test: The member has no credo stance on this bill.There are constituencies on opposite sides of the is-sues. One of the constituencies is in conict with themember on another issue, or one of the constituen-cies is in agreement with the member on another is-sue. Then, the member sides with the constituencythat is ideologically closer. The member may lowerthe importance of the other relationship.> (vote 'morrison 'hjr-350)* Member: Bruce A. Morrison* Bill: Flag Burning Amendment* Constitutional amendment to ban flag burning| omitting intermediate output |Decision strategy: Shifting alliancesConflict with FOR groups:(CON C MEMBER:MEMBER.872 DEATH-PENALTY)There is no credo stance involved in this vote.There are groups on either side of this bill:FOR:(CON C GROUP:DEMOCRATS FLAG-BURNING)AGN:(PRO A GROUP:ACLU CONSTITUTION)The member has belief conflicts with theFOR group (noted above),so the decision is with the AGN group.Adding current vote to DECISION database| omitting intermediate output |Bruce A. Morrison votes against bill HJR-350,the Flag Burning Constitutional Amendment. Hebelieves that sincere people have honest di�er-ences of opinion on this bill. He is deeply com-mitted to the principle of the United States Con-stitution and the Bill of Rights. Even so, Morrisonknows that members of the Democratic party areagainst the right of burning the American ag inprotest.In this case, the groups are the Democrats on oneside and the ACLU on the other. Morrison decidesthat since he disagrees with the Democrats on the issueof the death penalty, he will side with the ACLU onthis matter. Another pragmatic strategy would be tovote with the Democrats on this bill, assuming thatthe member would be able to assuage the ACLU on alater death penalty vote.Deeper AnalysisDeeper Analysis is a \think harder" strategy. Noneof the other strategies have worked, for whatever rea-son. The agent now tries to come up with more stanceson both sides of the bill to resolve the question.Test: This is an indirect strategy. First expand thebill stances through inference, then run through the



preceding decision strategies again. If that fails, thentry a deeper level of inference. Inferencing is trig-gered by the level of importance of the stances. Pro-cess stops at the D level.The Deeper Analysis strategy depends on infer-ences made from the core bill stances. Typically,Deeper Analysis is invoked if none of the bill conse-quence stances match any of the member's preferencestances. That is, the member has no position on any ofthe relevant issues. Associated with each issue is a setof pro and con consequence stances. These are stancesthat might be used to justify a pro or con stance onthat issue. For example, the issue of trade tari�s andrestrictions has the following pro and con stances.PRO Stances:((PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS JOB-PROTECTION))CON Stances:((PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS TRADE)(PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS FREE-MARKET)(PRO B ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS FOREIGN)(PRO A ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS FREE-TRADE))VOTE expresses these positions in English as follows.Support of trade tari�s and restrictions is im-portant for e�orts to protect domestic jobs. Oppo-sition to protectionism is always part of free tradeamong countries. It upholds stimulating foreigntrade and investment, free enterprise and capital-ism, and this nation's foreign policy.The method of generating new stances is based onthe importance of the initial stances, and is analo-gous to spreading activation models of memory. TheDeeper Analysis algorithm proceeds as follows.1. Expand all A consequence stances both FOR andAGN the bill, and then reprocess the decision.2. If no decision results from step 1, expand all A orB stances (including those derived from step 1) andreprocess the decision.3. If no decision results from step 2, expand all A, B,or C stances (including those derived from steps 1and 2), and reprocess the decision. At this stage,all remaining consequence stances will be expanded,regardless of level.The point of this strategy is to consider the moreimportant consequences �rst, and to give them greaterinuence on the decision making process. Our viewof cognitive resources suggests that importance pro-vides us with a principled means for organizing andsearching memory. Deeper Analysis is one methodof implementing an importance-based search.In the following example ofDeeper Analysis, an Alevel analysis results in a Simple Majority decisionagainst the bill.> (vote 'foley 'hr-1154)

* Member: Thomas S. Foley* Bill: Textile and Apparel Trade Act* Passage, over Reagan's September 28 veto,* of the bill to limit imports of textiles,* apparel, and footwear.| omitting intermediate output |Decision strategy: Deeper analysis...results in new bill stances at level A...New AGN stances:(PRO A ISSUE:TRADE-TARIFFS FREE-TRADE)* Re-Analyzing alternative positions| omitting intermediate output |Decision strategy: Simple MajorityFound a simple majority AGN this bill.There are 2 AGN stances:((PRO B BILL:HR-1234 FREE-TRADE)(CON C BILL:HR-1234 TRADE-TARIFFS))There is only 1 FOR stance:((PRO B GROUP:COPE TRADE-TARIFFS))Adding current vote to DECISION database| omitting intermediate output |Thomas S. Foley is opposed to bill HR-1154,the Textile and Apparel Trade Act / Veto Over-ride. Upon reection, he believes that the major-ity of people oppose this bill. He is eager to sup-port free trade among countries. Foley cares aboutfree trade. Still, Foley knows that the Committeeon Political Education of the AFL-CIO is eager tosupport the policy of trade tari�s and restrictions.Foley required a one-step, A level analysis. He endedup voting against the bill using a Simple Majoritystrategy. ConclusionWe have discussed the role of decision strategies in theVOTE program. VOTE is a robust demonstratation ofthe computational feasibility of our model of decisionmaking. In contrast to prescriptive decision analysis,VOTE provides a descriptive framework for examiningdecision making as a process. The VOTE model doesnot assume that there is one right or best result, butrather that the �nal decision depends on a range ofgoal-based cognitive processes. VOTE makes explicitmany of the underlying issues of reasoning about goals,consequences, and explanations in decision making.References[Carbonell, 1979] J. Carbonell. Subjective Under-standing: Computer Models of Belief Systems. PhDthesis, Yale University, 1979. Technical Report 150.[Fenno, 1978] R.F. Fenno. Home Style: House Mem-bers in their Districts. Little, Brown, Boston, 1978.[Hammond, 1986] K.J. Hammond. Case-based Plan-ning: An Integrated Theory of Planning, Learningand Memory. PhD thesis, Yale University, 1986.Technical Report 488.
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